Connections with Reduced Beam Section (RBS) have been investigated in the last 20 years both from an analytical point of view and from an experimental point of view. Several experimental tests demonstrated that RBS connections designed according to themost modern seismic codes are able to obtain the desired goal: the protection of the connection due to the yielding of the adjacent RBS. But in all the past researches and experimental tests the role that vertical loads can play was neglected or not properly accounted for. This study proposes a new procedure for accurately computing the relation between RBS location, vertical load and amount of section reduction for ensuring that plastic hinges develop in the reduced sections or in a reduced section and in an intermediate section of the beam.
INTRODUCTION
In the seismic design of moment resisting frames it is universally suggested the use of full-strength connections able to develop sufficient overstrength with respect to the connected beam to allow the complete development of the plastic rotation capacity of the beam. This design goal can be achieved provided that the connection overstrength is properly selected accounting for the strain-hardening occurring before flange local buckling and considering also the influence of random material variability [1] .
Such high overstrength significantly affects the connection structural detail requiring strengthening elements such as reinforcing ribs, cover plates, haunches, etc; which significantly affects the cost of connections. For this reason experimental investigations on the cyclic response of partialstrength connections have gained new attention [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . RBS connections can be considered a particular typology within the framework of partial-strength connections, because their flexural resistance is less than the one of the connected beam. RBS connections are also known with the name of "dog-bones" due to the reduction of the beam flange width by means of a "dog-bone" shape at a proper distance from the column flange.
The first idea of RBS was due to A. Plumier in 1980s [12] during a research project financed by the Luxembourg steel producer ARBED and the European Union with the aim of increasing the ductility of the structure by promoting the development of plastic hinges in the beams rather than in the columns. At that time the idea was patented by ARBED.
In 1994 Northridge earthquake and in 1995 Kobe earthquake a lot of unexpected damages to steel moment-resisting frames were observed. These damages were mainly due to the failure of welded beam-to-column connections. For these *Address correspondence to this author at the University of Salerno, Via Giovanni Paolo II, Fisciano (SA), Italy; Tel: +39 098 963421; Fax: +39 089968764; E-mail: r.montuori@unisa.it reasons ARBED waived any licensing fees and claims and RBS connections started to be investigated by a lot of researchers [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Since that time one of the main objective of the research concerning the "dog-bone" connections has been the development of design rules able to promote the beam yielding for safeguarding the beam-to-column connections .
In the following research activity, "dog-bone" connections have been used also for promoting the development of a collapse mechanism of global type. In fact, according to the traditional seismic design philosophy, structures have to remain in elastic range during seismic events having a return period comparable with the service life of the structure. On the contrary, in the case of destructive earthquakes, i.e. events with a return period of 475 years and as a consequence having low probability of occurrence, it is accepted the damage of both structural and nonstructural elements due to the development of dissipative mechanisms. Therefore, the plastic reserves of the structure have to be exploited, only in the case of rare major earthquakes, to dissipate the earthquake input energy in some zones (dissipative zones) of the structure which have to be properly selected.
The column yielding has to be absolutely avoided, because, due to the action of axial forces and the premature occurrence of local buckling, they have a low available ductility. In addition, the failure modes which can result from column hinging could involve a limited number of dissipative zones. For these reasons, aiming at the complete development of the plastic reserves of the structure, modern seismic codes provide simple design criteria whose goal is the prevention of local failure modes and, instead, the promotion of a global mechanism, i.e. a collapse mechanism characterised by the hinging of all the beam ends and the hinging of the base sections of the first storey columns. So, it can be concluded that structures in high seismicity zones are normally designed to resist severe earthquakes by dissipating the input energy by means of inelastic deformations and, in order to maximize this effect, plastic hinges need to be developed at beam ends rather than in the columns in case of moment resisting frames (MRFs) [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . However also in the case of other structural typologies the need to avoid the yielding of columns is always the desired goal and the development of a global mechanism is the main design objective [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] .
In this paper the role played by the vertical load, the amount of the resistance reduction of the weakened section and the distance of RBS from the beam-to-column connection is clearly investigated. In particular, with the aim of obtaining the yielding of both "dog-bones", i.e. the safeguards of beam-to-column connections, the relations occurring among the three quantities above recalled are investigated, pointing out that during the experimental tests on the classical cantilever scheme (where just one "dog-bone" and just one beam-to-column connection are present, Fig. (1) ) the obtained results can be affected by an error which could be avoided only by replacing the cantilever scheme with a structural scheme where the whole beam with both dog-bones, both beam-to-column connections and vertical loads are present. In the case of moment resisting frames, the design criterion suggested by seismic codes is the adoption of columns having a flexural resistance greater than that of the connected beams. Fig. (1) . Typical cantilever scheme for "dog-bone" experimental tests.
Even if the fulfilment of this design criterion, the socalled member hierarchy criterion, is generally able to prevent the development of storey mechanisms, but not sufficient to guarantee the formation of a collapse mechanism of global type, the respect of this hierarchy criterion often causes column oversize leading to design an uneconomical structure.
The use of RBS connections can help to realize a more economical structure. In fact, the maximum moment transmitted by the beam to the column is reduced due to the yielding of "dog-bone", and, as a consequence, the maximum moment transmitted to the column is lower than the beam plastic moment.
Finally, we can summarize the advantages which could come from the use of "dog-bone" connections: a) the collapse of beam-to-column connections can be prevented assuring the yielding of the beam in a pre-defined location which acts as a fuse; b) the weakened beam section is characterized by the decrease, with respect to the original section, of the widthto-thickness ratio of the flanges, i.e. a reduced local slenderness, which leads to the improvement of the plastic rotation capacity; c) for given beam sections, the use of "dog-bones" allows the development of a dissipative mechanism by means of columns having a section smaller than that required in the case of unweakened beams.
The above advantages are accompanied by design difficulties regarding both the definition of the "dog-bone" location, with respect to the beam-to-column connection, to prevent connection yielding and the definition of the magnitude of the weakening to be conferred to the beam section. The developed research is aimed to overcome such design difficulties. The goal of the work herein presented is the setting up of design rules regarding the magnitude of the weakening to be realised and the location of the weakened beam sections. In particular, the location of the weakened section has to be selected in order to assure the development of the plastic hinges in "dog-bones" and/or in intermediate beam sections, while the yielding of the beam-to-column connections has to be prevented.
LOCATION OF FIRST PLASTIC HINGE
One of the most important problem to be solved in seismic design of MRFs is the location of plastic hinges in the beams. Regarding this issue, considering that seismic action can be represented by means of an appropriate distribution of increasing horizontal forces, it is preliminarily necessary to observe which is the shape of the bending moment diagram of a generic beam subjected to both horizontal forces and vertical loads (Fig. (2) ).
We can apply the superposition principle by considering separately the effect of vertical loads and the effect of horizontal forces (Fig. (2) ). Therefore, the resulting bending moment diagram is given in Fig. (3) , where the sections corresponding to the beam ends (sections 1 and 5), those corresponding to the "dog-bone" locations (section 2 and 4) and that corresponding to the maximum bending moment (section 3) have been pointed out. It is evident that the design parameters are the location of the "dog-bones" (which is denoted with the distance a in Fig. (3) , and the magnitude of the weakening characterising 
where M p.db is the plastic moment of the weakened beam section and M p is the plastic moment of the complete beam section. In this phase of the design procedure the m db value can assumed as fixed, while the location a of the "dog-bones" is to be properly selected.
It is important to note that at the left side of the beam (beam sections 1 and 2) the bending moments due to vertical loads and horizontal forces have an opposite sign (one is anticlock-wise and another is clock-wise), while at the right side (beam sections 3 and 4) they have the same sign (clockwise).
Due to this consideration it is obvious that for increasing values of horizontal forces the first plastic hinge develops in beam section 4 or 5 rather than in beam section 1 or 2.
So the first problem to be solved is to find the conditions assuring that sections 1, 2, 3 and 5 remain in elastic range, while section 4 yields when seismic horizontal forces increase.
To this aim it is useful to consider the expression of bending moment at the generic section x:
And the value of x max representing the abscissa where the bending moment has its maximum value:
Using Eq. (2) and (3) the bending moment in sections 1,2,3,4 and 5 can be expressed as:
The conditions to be fulfilled in order to assure that sections 1, 2, 3 and 5 remain in elastic range, while section 4 yields when seismic horizontal forces increase are given by the following relationships:
It is easy to recognize that by combining the yielding condition of "dog-bone" of the right side (Eq. (12), section 4) with the value of bending moment at the abscissa x=L-a given by Eq. (7), an expression of M B as a function of M A can be obtained:
This expression represents the relation occurring between the end moments when the first plastic hinge develops at section 4 corresponding to the right "dog-bone".
By means of Eqs. (14) and (2), it is possible to express the design requirements (9), (10), (11) e (13) as follows:
Obviously, the first plastic hinge develops in the right "dog-bone" provided that Eq. (13) is satisfied. Under this condition, it is required that the second plastic hinge develops either in the left "dog-bone" or an intermediate beam section. On the contrary, the yielding of the beam ends close to the beam-to-column connections has to be prevented, because, as already stated, the use of "dog-bones" is also aimed at the protection of beam-to-column connections.
It is easy to recognise that increasing the seismic horizontal forces, i.e. increasing M A , relationships (15), (16), (17) and (18) allow to identify the section where the second plastic hinge develops. To this scope, it is sufficient to control what is the minimum limit value among M A1 , M A2 , M A3 , M A5 . In other words, it is sufficient to identify the first relationship to be unsatisfied as far as M A increases.
Therefore, all the yielding conditions can be expressed by means of the limit values M Ai (with i=1,2,3,5) of the bending moment M A occurring at the first beam end. In particular, the condition:
identifies the a values assuring that the yielding of the beam in the section where the maximum sagging moment occurs (section 3) precedes the yielding of the left "dogbone" (section 2); the condition:
identifies the a values assuring that the beam yielding (section 3) precedes the yielding of the connection B (section 5); the condition:
identifies the a values assuring that the left "dog-bone" yielding (section 2) precedes the yielding of the connection B (section 5); the condition:
identifies the a values assuring that the beam yielding (section 3) precedes the yielding of the left connection A (section 1); finally, the condition:
identifies the a values assuring that the yielding of the left "dog-bone" (section 2) precedes the yielding of the left connection A (section 1).
It is evident that conditions (20) , (21), (22), (23) have to be absolutely satisfied, because they assure the development of the second plastic hinge either in the left "dog-bone" or in the intermediate beam section where the maximum sagging moment occurs, while the yielding of the connections at the beam ends is prevented. In other words, relationships (20) , (21) , (22) and (23) are the design requirements.
Conversely, condition (19) , depending on its fulfilment or not, can be used to discern if the second plastic hinge develops in the left "dog-bone" or in the intermediate beam section.
Such conditions give rise to the following nondimensional relationships:
Condition A:
whose solutions are:
where:
Condition B:
whose solution are:
Condition C: 
with:
Condition D:
Condition D can be written as follows (by expressing relationship (22) by means of M A1 and M A3 values given by Eqs. (15) and (17), respectively):
therefore, condition D is always satisfied.
Condition E:
By means of Eq.(15) and (16) this condition provides:
In order to show that this condition is always verified when the condition C is verified, it is useful to write the condition C (Eq.(31)) in the following way:
Being a/L<1 this relation is equivalent to require:
Now it is easy to verify that the first member of Eq. (35) is greater than the first member of Eq.(37) when the following relation is satisfied:
The solutions of Eq. (38) are:
Now it can be observed that, being a/L < 1/2 (which means that a "dog-bone" cannot be located beyond the midspan), Eq. (38) is always true, and so condition E is always satisfied if condition C is satisfied.
Therefore, in the range 0<a/L<1/2, which is the significant one from the design point of view, only the three conditions A, B and C remain to be analysed. These three remaining condition provide the following significant solutions (32):
which is obtained from Eqs. (25) and (26);
which is obtained from Eqs. (28) and (29) by observing that a 6 provides negative values which are not significant;
which is obtained from Eqs. (31) and (32) . Therefore, taking into account that condition A has to be used only to recognise the location of the second plastic hinge which can develop either at the left "dog-bone" or at an intermediate beam section, it means that conditions B and C show the existence of an upper bound concerning the parameter a expressing the "dog-bone" location (this upper bound value is given by the minimum value between a 5 and a 8 ).
Therefore, the design solution concerning the "dog-bone" location can be expressed as follows: the smallest value between a 5 and a 8 is the upper bound of a, while the location of the second plastic hinge depends on a 2 and a 3 value; in particular, according to Eq. (40), if a < a 3 or a > a 2 the second plastic hinge develops in the intermediate beam section, where the maximum sagging moment occurs, otherwise the second plastic hinge occurs at the left "dog-bone".
In addition, when relation (40) is satisfied, the location x max of the second plastic hinge where the maximum sagging moment occurs can be determined by solving the following equation:
which provides:
The value of M A to be used in relationship (43) 
LOCATION OF THE SECOND PLASTIC HINGE:
As the expression for computing a 8 /L is particularly complex, in order to identify the governing limit value of a/L, a numerical analysis has been carried out. For any given value of m db , by varying the non-dimensional parameter M p /qL 2 in the range between 1/16 and zero, which covers all the possible design situations, the values of a 2 , a 3 , a 5 and a 8 have been computed. Tables 1-6 for m db equal to 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 respectively. In addition, the curves representing the values of a 2 , a 3 , a 5 and a 8 are plotted in Figs. (4-9) .
The results of this numerical analysis is presented in
From the analysis of the above recalled figures it is evident the existence of two limit values of qL 2 (26) and (29) providing a 2 , a 3 , and a 5 . In fact, q lim1 can be obtained by equating a 2 and a 5 , while q lim2 can be obtained by equating a 3 and a 5 .
The following relationships are thus obtained:
As a conclusion, the design solution concerning the "dogbone" location and its influence on the location of the second plastic hinge can be expressed as follows: case q<q lim1 : the design requirement is a < a 8 , while, regarding the development of the second plastic hinge, if a < a 2 the yielding of the second "dog-bone" occurs, otherwise the yielding of the beam develops; case q lim1 < q < q lim2 : the design requirement is a < a 5 , while, regarding the development of the second plastic hinge, if a > a 3 the yielding of the second "dog-bone" occurs, otherwise the yielding of the beam develops; case q > q lim2 : the design requirement is a < a 8 , while, regarding the development of the second plastic hinge, it always develops at the intermediate beam section where the maximum sagging moment occurs.
The result above reported clarifies the role played by the vertical load q concerning the "dog-bone" location. In particular, it can be noted that, for a given value of the "dogbone" non dimensional resistance m db , the increase of the vertical load q causes a decrease of the maximum allowed value of a/L.
Similarly, for a given value of the vertical load q, the increase of m db leads to the decrease of the admissible range for a/L.
In addition, by means of the described figures, it is possible to understand what happens when the a/L upper limit for the location of the "dog-bones" is not respected. In fact, it is sufficient to observe which are the conditions providing the limit value of a 8 /L and a 5 /L. When q lim1 < q < q lim2 , then the design limit of a/L is given by a 5 /L, i.e. condition B (Eq. (41)) which identifies the a values assuring that the beam yielding (section 3) precedes the yielding of the right connection (section 5).
It means that, if a/L is greater than a 5 /L the second plastic hinge occurs in the beam-to-column connection located at section 5.
When q < q lim1 or q > q lim2 the governing condition is the one corresponding to a 8 /L limit, i.e. condition C which identifies the a values assuring that the left "dog-bone" yielding (section 2) precedes the yielding of connection B (section 5). It means that, if a/L is greater than a 8 /L, the second plastic hinge occurs in the beam-to-column connection located at the B end.
The above observations show that experimental tests on the classical cantilever scheme, as depicted in Fig. (1) , cannot be completely exhaustive, because the information coming from these tests are not able to assure that the second plastic hinge develops in the beam section, where the maximum bending moment occurs, or in the second dog-bone rather than in the beam-to-column connection located at the B end close to the tested "dog-bone".
Its is interesting to note that the q lim value already found in [34] for full-strength beam-to-column joints can be obtained as a particular case from Eqs. (46) and (47) . In fact, for m db = 1, i.e. in absence of "dog-bones", the above equations provide:
Comparing Figs. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) it is evident that the range where "dog bones" can be located, assuring the protection of the beam-to-column connections, decreases as m db increases. In particular, for high values of m db the width of such range is so limited that it could be incompatible with the length of the weakened beam zone required for an appropriate spreading of plasticity.
DESIGN ABACUS FOR "DOG-BONE" LOCATION
The solution obtained in the previous section, needs the evaluation of q lim1 , q lim2 , a 5 /L, a 8 /L and at least one between a 2 /L and a 3 /L.
From a practical point of view, it could appear too complex. In order to simplify the solution of the problem, it is of fundamental importance to highlight that the design goal Values of a 2 , a 3 , a 5 and a 8 for m db = 0 Values of a 2 , a 3 , a 5 and a 8 for m db = 0.6. Values of a 2 , a 3 , a 5 and a 8 for m db = 0.8. consists in the protection of the beam-to-column connections, i.e. yielding of both "dog-bones" or yielding of one "dog-bone" and of a beam cross section. With the aim of obtaining this design objective it is sufficient to consider only the limit value of a/L provided by the minimum between a 5 /L and a 8 /L.
This value can be obtained varying m db for a fixed vertical load q and beam plastic moment M p . In other words, for a given qL 2 /M p the curve representing the upper limit of a/L as a function of m db can be obtained as depicted in Fig. (10) . This figure is, substantially, a design abacus for "dog-bone" location.
In fact, it includes all the design variables expressed in non-dimensional form.The abacus can be useful also to understand the role played by several parameters. The numerical values used to build Fig. (10) are reported in Tables 7-9 . In particular, it is important to underline that, for a given value of qL 2 
CONCLUSION
The traditional design philosophy of seismic-resistant structures requires that, in case of seismic events having a return period comparable with the average life of the construction, the structure has to remain in elastic range and has to develop limited lateral displacements in order to determine the minimum discomfort to the activities developed in the construction. Conversely, in the case of destructive seismic events, having a return period of about 500 years, the structure has to be able to dissipate the earthquake input energy by means of plastic excursions whose magnitude has to be limited to values compatible with the local and global ductility which the structure is able to supply. In other words, even though the structure is significantly damaged, collapse has to be prevented aiming to assure the safeguard of the human lives. Therefore, seismic-resistant structures have to be designed to obtain two goals; on one hand, they have to possess sufficient strength and stiffness to fulfil the requirements concerning the serviceability limit state and, on the other hand, adequate ductility and energy absorption capacity to fulfil the requirements regarding the ultimate limit state. While the fulfilment of the first goal is easy to be obtained, the latter generally requires more troublesome design procedures which should account for the structural behaviour in plastic range.
In particular, it is universally recognized the need to prevent collapse mechanisms having limited dissipation capacity, such as storey mechanisms, and to promote the development of a collapse mechanism of global type. Moreover, it is always necessary the design of structural details, i.e. connections between dissipative zones and non-dissipative zones, able to guarantee an high local ductility supply. In this paper the criteria for designing "dog-bone" connections have been analysed. In particular, depending on the magnitude of the weakening of the beam section, the "dog-bone" location has to be properly selected in order to protect the beam-tocolumn connections which is one of the goals to be achieved in designing frames adopting such a structural detail.
In addition, the obtained results show that the smallest m db value provides the widest range where it is possible to locate the "dog-bones"; in fact, increasing m db the range identified by a reduces up to zero for m db = 1.
The provided design abacus for RBS location represents a useful tool to easily understand if the beam-to-column connections are protected or not by the realization of a "dogbone" having a non-dimensional resistance m db , a nondimensional distance from the beam-to-column connection a/L and a non-dimensional value of vertical load qL 2 /M P.
